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This study considers the development of the compressible density based solver for im-
proved accuracy and efficiency when modelling high-speed viscous flow. When considering
high-speed external aerodynamics, density based solvers are typically preferred as they
allow for the efficient modelling of sharp numerical discontinuities as encountered with
propagating shock waves. These solvers usually employ central schemes with artificial
dissipation or flux splitting schemes to resolve the shock waves [1].

As part of this study different spatial discretisation or flux interpolation schemes are
implemented in the OpenFOAMr finite volume tool set and evaluated. With the aim of
improving the stability and efficiency of the solver, explicit multi-stage schemes as well
as matrix-free implicit methods are investigated to discretise the system of equations in
time.

The first part of the work considers the implementation of the AUSM+up [4] and the
HLLC [6] schemes to compute the face fluxes. The results from these are compared to
Greenshields’ et al. [2] implementation of the central scheme [3] for an arbitrary unstruc-
tured framework. It is found that there is good agreement between the central scheme
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Figure 1: Forward facing step
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Figure 2: NACA 0012: Comparison of CPU times for the explicit, multi-stage and implicit
coupled solvers

and AUSM+up, but that the accuracy deteriorates if HLLC is used. On structure meshes
AUSM+up is able to pick up higher-order flow features like the Kelvin–Helmholtz insta-
bility seen in the forward facing step.

As a sparse non-symmetric system of equations is recovered from the finite volume dis-
cretisation of the flow equations, a matrix-free approach [5] is implemented to solve the
coupled system of equations implicitly. For this purpose a Generalised Minimum Residual
(GMRES) method with Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel (LU-SGS) is employed. It
is shown that the coupled matrix-free solver provides a notable improvement in stability
and efficiency over its explicit and multi-stage counterparts.
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